Relevant Films and Videos

**African American Perspectives Collection** (California Newsreel)
- **All of Us** (Social factors that make black women vulnerable to being infected with HIV)
- **And Still I Rise** (Misrepresentations of black women’s sexuality in the media)
- **Between the Lines: Asian American Women’s Poetry** (immigration experiences)
- **Beyond Black and White** (experiences of biracial women)

**Diversity and Cultural Competency Collection** (California Newsreel)
- **Can You Dig This** (Documentary on Guerrilla Urban Gardening in South Los Angeles, produced by Ron Finley)
- **Ethnographic Notes from Philadelphia’s Puerto Rican Ghetto** (YouTube video of Philippe Bourgois on structural issues that trap people into interpersonal violence)
- **Forbidden: Undocumented and Queer in Rural America** (Documentary featuring Moises Serrano from the Latino Certificate Series)
- **A Guerilla Gardener in South Central LA** (TED Talk by Ron Finley)
- **The Harvest/La Cosecha** (child migrant farm workers)
- **Health and Social Justice Collection** (California Newsreel)
- **The Mask You Live In** (boys and young men struggling with a narrow definition of masculinity)
- **Out in Albany** (LGBT issues)
- **The Skin You’re In** (Documentary by Thomas LaVeist in progress)
- **Spit ’n Anger: Venom of a Fatherless Son** (a Kenneth Braswell documentary film)
- **The Split Horn: Life of a Hmong Shaman in America** (Documentary Film on Hmong adaptation to the US)
- **The Throwaways** (Documentary film on mass incarceration and police violence filmed in the Capital Region)
- **Transcending Gender film series** (by Women Make Movies)
- **Women Make Movies** (film catalogue)
- **Unnatural Causes: Is Inequality Making Us Sick?** (PBS Series)
- **Urban Fruit** (Urban Farmers in Los Angeles, featuring Ron Finley)